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Category:Computer booksQ: PHP: Get content from webpage/wordpress page Is it possible to get content from a wordpress page/webpage through PHP without using a database? I'm using WAMP 2.2, and wordpress 2.9.1 A: You can use Wordpress's json_decode, to get your data from json format, but since it's a php object you will have to add it to a database if you want it to
persist. Q: Test for disk usage in BKF DMK FILES I've been working on a backup from a BKF DMK-1-file to a NAS for years now, and during the last months, I have been experiencing a high disk usage. The NAS is a Synology Diskstation DS1813 and I would like to test what's going on by installing a 2nd disk on the NAS. The only think I'm able to do to test, is to insert a
disk with a clean view of the NAS. I know that the file-system I'm saving to is ZFS on Linux and therefore only some operations are possible. Here are my questions: Can I test with the current NAS disk configuration in some other way (without re-building the NAS)? Mounting the disk and putting the test file on it. Mounting and unmounting the disk. Can I mount the disk of
the current NAS in some way? (Disable the RAID etc.) Will this block the NAS, or just unmount the disk? (If so, then is it possible to shut down the NAS while I do that?) A: BKF DMK FILES are based on ZFS and described here, and more importantly, how to properly create a virtual pool from them. I don't think you can... The simplest thing to do is to disable the RAID and
mount the disk. The system will notice, restart, it will be fine, then you can properly mount the disk. Q: When should I use Import-csv vs Export-Csv I have a csv file full of some fairly simple data, with the headers beginning on row one. I've been using Export-Csv to create a csv file from this list, but I've also used Import-csv to get the data into my
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